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General manager’s word

Once again the season is almost over. This season has been quite extraordi-
nary in many ways.  First of all, PUS-Hockey played very well in the Finnish 
III-division. To be exact, we played so well, that getting to the II-division 
qualification tournament could not have been closer. Some may argue 
whether we were lucky or unlucky that we didn’t make it to the qualifica-
tions in the end, but as the General Manager of our team I have to say, that 
personally I’m very satisfied with the result.
 
As we all know, winning and success is not abnormal or extraordinary for 
PUS-Hockey, quite the contrary. PUS-Hockey’s extraordinary once in a life-
time experience happened this year in Czech Republic, when PUS-Hockey 
travelled to Zlín and played against a local university’s ice hockey team in 
front of 2400 people! Considering the circumstances our team handled the 
trip fairly well, both on and off the ice.

The culmination of the season, the Nordic Student Cup, will once again be 
a real PUS-show. Our team has trained especially the off the ice tactics, and 
even though our coaches are not coming with us this year, I’m very confi-
dent about our team’s scoring abilities when I take a look at our roster.
 
Altogether this season has been very rewarding. I’m afraid this is going to 
be my last season as the General Manager of PUS-Hockey, because  Jarmo 
Kekäläinen (ex. General Manager of Jokerit, the winner of the SM-league 
regular season) got a great job in NHL in the Columbus Blue Jackets or-
ganization. Yes, now I can officially inform everyone, that there have been 
intensive negotiations with Jokerit, but there are still some disagreements 
about the salary. I wish the PUS-Hockey organization and PUS-Hockey’s next 
General Manager all the best, and I want to thank all our fans all around the 
world. It’s been great to work with you!

Shooting for the stars,

Kakkonen
PUS-Hockey
General Manager & Chairman 2011-2013
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Assistant coach’s insights

As some of you may know our head coach Butte is extremely lazy. I had to suffer 
from this fact one day before the deadline of writing this story when he con-
tacted me saying that he is ”busy” and gave the responsibility to me. However, 
I think it’s better that I will write this story instead of him since it’s a known fact 
that I’m more intelligent, better looking and most importantly the real brain be-
hind the coaching philosophy of PUS-Hockey.

So, to the agenda, our season started as always with intense training camp where 
we also for the first time met the new rookies trying to apply to the team. It 
turned out quite quickly that regarding this year’s rookies we can say that we 
were extremely lucky getting all together five new very very talented rookies to 
the team. They really improved the team’s ability to compete in the fierce battles 
of Finland’s third division games especially since after last season some of our 
players went abroad to maintain their tans during the winter (yes Siili and Raikka, 
this means you!).

Games went on and we realized during the autumn that we really were one of 
the best teams in our league. During the season we suffered from some injuries 
(especially Kakkonen, as always) but were able to play good and solid hockey. 
When the season was in half way we had our traditional Christmas Sauna were 
the new rookies were also officially accepted to the team. Once again, welcome 
to the team Cisqo, Suci, Kömu, Abå and Patå.

During the spring we were trying to win some more games in order to reach 
a spot in the playoffs where only the top 3 teams would get in to. However, 
because of very unfortunate flu epidemic in March we played a 4-4 tie in the last 
game of the regular season with only ten healthy players in the roster and missed 
the deserved spot in the playoffs by one point. We finished fourth in our league 
still and I can fairly say that this was a huge improvement compared to couple of 
previous seasons, and that’s why we can be very satisfied with our final result of 
this year.
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In addition to our normal games we had the privilige to be invited to play a friendly 
match in Czech Republic in Zlin against the local university team. You can read more 
about that trip in other section of this magazine but I can say that it was a lot of 
fun playing in front of a big (over 2000 spectators) drunk and very loud crowd. That 
game was a huge challenge and even we lost 0-9 I think we enjoyed the game and 
the whole trip a lot! :D

Last challenge of the spring is the legendary NSC Tournament which will this year 
be organized in Linköping, Sweden. The stories of that trip will not be however 
published yet here but as always the trip will be full of memorable, even legendary 
moments, as we can remember from previous years.

As season is now over, we are all already eagerly waiting for the next season to 
start. Before that there will be a hard summer training season full of sweat, blod 
and tears when PUS-Hockey starts to prepare for the challenges of hockey season 
2013-2014! At the moment it is uncertain who will be the coaching stuff next sea-
son but whether it is the same magnificant duo as this year or someone else I think 
that we have so talented group of players that we will be one of the best teams 
next year as well.

Cheers,

Slogi (& Lazy-Butt)
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Statistics
Name   Ga G A P P/Ga Penalties
TULENSALO Jarkko 17 16 22 38 2,24 35
PALLASMAA Aaro 18 16 10 26 1,44 33
VAINIKKA Kalle  11 10 16 26 2,36 12
SAARNIKKO Juuso 16 9 17 26 1,63 4
SJÖBLOM Ville  18 7 18 25 1,39 26
SALMELA Joni  14 10 10 20 1,43 6
KÖNÖNEN Tero  14 9 8 17 1,21 12
KÖHLER Max  15 7 9 16 1,07 16
KOLPPANEN Jouni 15 7 9 16 1,07 4
WILLBERG Jon  14 5 10 15 1,07 6
VIITANEN Joonas 17 7 7 14 0,82 22
KEMPPI Olli  16 5 8 13 0,81 2
HOLMA Tuukka  7 5 8 13 1,86 0
VUORINEN Sakari 11 3 8 11 1,00 29
NARVIA Perttu  18 6 5 11 0,61 10
SAALASTI Tomi  13 6 5 11 0,85 2
SUORTTI Samuli 7 3 5 8 1,14 2
KIVINEN Eemeli  5 1 7 8 1,60 2
SALO Martti-Veikko 11 3 5 8 0,73 0
PELTONEN Kristian 16 2 5 7 0,44 12
LAITINEN Heikki 14 2 5 7 0,50 10
LUOTO Antti  8 1 5 6 0,75 8
MUSTONEN Pasi 13 2 4 6 0,47 4
KÖHLER Klaus  2 1 2 3 1,50 0
MUSTONEN Harri 9 3 0 3 0,33 8
PALOTIE Jussi  2 0 2 2 1,00 0
HALAVAARA Lauri 7 0 0 0 0,00 2 
HEINONEN Teemu 3 0 0 0 0,00 0
      
Name   Ga W L   GA GA avg  Passes 
TURUNEN Joonas 8 7 1 32 4,00 1 
KUNNAS Jussa  13 7 3 61 4,69 0
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HOCKEY
Top-Scoring Since 1970 - On and Off the Ice
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Name: Joonas ”Selänne” Viitanen
Number: 24
PUS-name: Butte
PUS-years: 4
Height: 183 cm
Weight: 91
Shoots: To the yläsulake
Position: Attacking defence
Favorite shooting style: To the face
Best moment in PUS-hockey: Seeing guys at 

the shower after victorious game

Name: Tomi ”Ice-breaker” Saalasti
Number: 2
PUS-name: Kakkonen (Kago)
PUS-Years: 3
Height: 185 cm
Weight: 94 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Offensive General Manager
Favorite shooting style: One timer, 2 on 1
Best moment in PUS-hockey: When a Czech TV chan-
nel wanted an almost 10 minutes long interview

Name: Aaro ”Sniper” PallasmaaNumber: 60
PUS-name: Yves 
PUS-Years: 10
Height: 190 cm
Weight: 85 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Right wingFavorite shooting style: Always top shelfBest moment in PUS-hockey: Victory at Anjalankoski in front of their fanatic fans (ca. 2007).

Name: Juuso ”Hipster” Saarnikko
Number: 26
PUS-name: Slogi 
PUS-years: 4
Height: 186 cm
Weight: below 0,1t
Shoots: Right
Position: Center / defenceman
Favorite shooting style: Always dangle
Best moment in PUS-hockey: Winning the 
longest drive competition in PUS-Hockey’s 
golf event

Player cards
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Name: Jon ”YläPesä” Willberg
Number: 6
PUS-name: PtYP
PUS-years: 14
Height: 185 cm
Weight: 99 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence
Favorite shooting style: RyKäLä
Best moment in PUS-hockey: Finnish student Champion, 
all the victories in NSM (who counts, but more than 5)

Name: Jukka ”Decisive” Kujala
Number: 15
PUS-name: Stoja 
PUS-years: 6
Height: 171 cm
Weight: 74 kg
Shoots: Center
Position: Offensive
Favorite shooting style: Always dangle
Best moment in PUS-hockey: Playing in 
front of 2500 spectators in the Czech 
Republic. Also rookie show at Tampere 
2008.

Name: Jose ”SmoothHands” Kantola
Number: 11
PUS-name: Peto
PUS-years: 4
Height: 176 cm
Weight: 68 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward
Favorite shooting style: Wrist shot
Best moment in PUS-hockey: Scoring 2 goals 
against tAMPERE in NSC semifinals

Name: Jouni ”Back hand” Kolppanen
Number: 8
PUS-name: Rysty 
PUS-years: 3
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 80 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Wing
Favorite shooting style: Back hander
Best moment in PUS-hockey: Back 
hand practice
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Name: Max ”Committed” Köhler

Number: 10
PUS-name: Kyylare/Kööleri 

PUS-years: 11
Height: 192 cm
Wwight: 86 kg 
Shoots: Left
Position: Center
Favorite shooting style: Always dangle

Best moment in PUS-hockey: Winning 

Pappa Pokaali (player of the year) 

sometime way back in time. 

Also, winning with 9 players away 

against Lohja with a full attendance 

back in 2004. The local press even 

covered the game.

Name: Eemeli ”Slow” KivinenNumber: Depends, with jeans 36PUS-name: RaikkaPUS-years: 5
Height: 190 cm
Weight: 106 kg
Shoots: Seldom
Position: DefenceFavorite shooting style: Wrist shotBest moment in PUS-hockey: Being the best scoring defenceman in last Two seasons

Name: Klaus Köhler

Number: 12

PUS-name: Reku

PUS-years: 8

Height: 187 cm

Weight: 82 kg

Shoots: L
Position: Forward

Name: Ville ”Dessert”  Sjöblom

Number: 12
PUS-name: Pyyhe 
PUS-years: 5
Height: 182 cm
Weight: 80 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward
Favorite shooting style: Slap shot

Best moment in PUS-hockey: Nada
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Name: Martti-Veikko Salo

Number: 17
PUS-name: Hendry
PUS-years: 8
Height: 178 cm
Weight:
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence

Name: Heikki ”Veteran” Laitinen

Number: 9
PUS-name: Loka 
PUS-years: 12
Height: 189
Weight: 
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence
Favorite shooting style: Butterfly shot

Best moment in PUS-hockey: Rookie 

season

Name: Miikka ”Aesthetic” Kujala
Number: 13
PUS-name: Siili 
PUS-years: 5
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 70kg + bf% <7
Shoots: Right
Position: No thanks Jeff
Favorite shooting style: Always dangle
Best moment in PUS-hockey: ”The NSC tournaments: 
Scoring several goals, having the lowest bodyfat% (and 
most aesthetic body) of the whole team for 5 years 
straight already”

Name: Harri ”Sophisticated” MustonenNumber: 15
PUS-name: IBI
PUS-years: 3+
Height: 177 cm
Weight: 76 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Defense
Favorite shooting style: Always dangleBest moment in PUS-hockey: At the first game I was on fire... steady downhill since then
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Name: Jussi ”Superior” Palotie

Number: 14
PUS-name: Pannu 
PUS-years: 3
Height: 169 cm
Weight: 70
Shoots: Wide
Position: Injury/1-line
Favorite shooting style: Always dangle

Best moment in PUS-hockey:  Trip to Trondheim 

was awesome and getting to play a shift with the 

legendary Shipsy Rannewille.

Name: Tuukka HolmaNumber: 23
PUS-name: Syko
PUS-years: 6
Height: 184 cm
Weight: Unknown
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward

Name: Jussa ”A Wall” Kunnas
Number: 31
PUS-name: Pensseli   
PUS-years: 3
Height: 3 dwarves and a squirrel
Weight: 3 fat dwarves
Shoots: I don’t shoot.
Favorite shooting style: Blocked shot.
Best moment in PUS-hockey: The one and only shutout.

Name: Kristian ”WOW!” Peltonen

Number: 26
PUS-name: Lasti, Vastaava 

PUS-years: 3
Height: 186cm
Weight: 80 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward & defense

Favorite shooting style: Always dangle

Best moment in PUS-hockey: Getting a 120 km/h 

shot to my head from my teammate.
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Name: Olli ” Couch” RinnevalliNumber: 31
PUS-name: Taco
PUS-years: 3
Height: 188
Weight: 76
Shoots: Left
Position: Goalie
Favorite shooting style: Party shootingBest moment in PUS-hockey: Being chosen the ABEBE-player in NSC 2012, Trondheim

Name: Sakari ”Team Player” VuorinenNumber: 3
PUS-name: Kiäli
PUS-years: 3,5
Height: 173,5 cm
Weight: 68,5 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Defenceman
Favorite shooting style: Slap ShotBest moment in PUS-hockey: Hat trick against tAMPERE in Gothenburg 2010.

Name: Samuli ”In-Bad-Shape” SuorttiNumber: 22
PUS-name: Ploppi
PUS-years: 2
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 75 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Center
Favorite shooting style: Backhand slap shot
Best moment in PUS-hockey: Hat trick \o/

Name: Antti ”Fashionable” Luoto

Number: 16
PUS-name: Parru
PUS-years: 2
Height: 186 cm
Weight: 0,1 tons
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence
Favorite shooting style: Wrist shot

Best moment in PUS-hockey: Winning 

the javelin in the elmo-cup
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Name: Tero ”Anti-playmaker” KönönenNumber: 13
PUS-name: Abå
PUS-years: 1
Height: 174 cm
Weight: 76 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Winger
Favorite shooting style: Between legsBest moment in PUS-hockey: Booming wrist shot 3 meters away from the empty net ended up hitting the glass.

Name: Joonas ”Awesome” Turunen

Number: 30
PUS-name: Cisqo
PUS-years: 1
Height: 185 cm
Weight: 75 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Goalkeeper

Favorite shooting style: Wrist shot

Best moment in PUS-hockey: The 

game in Zlin for a big croud

Name: Michal ”Rigid” ŠiarnikNumber: 31
PUS-name: Kauno
PUS-years: 1
Height: 189 cm
Weight: 93 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Goalie
Favorite shooting style: Wrist shotBest moment in PUS-hockey: When I became ”Kauno”

R O O K I E

R O O K I E

R O O K I E
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Name: Jarkko ”Dangler” TulensaloNumber: 21
PUS-name: Patå
PUS-years: 1
Height: 178 cm
Weight: 75 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Center
Favorite shooting style: Backhand topshelf shot
Best moment in PUS-hockey: My first game and first PUS-hockey goal or my career first game misconduct.

Name: Joni ”Nevergiveup” Salmela

Number: 14
PUS-name: Kömu

PUS-years: 1
Height: 180 cm
Weight: 76 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence

Favorite shooting style: Always dangle

Best moment in PUS-hockey: Scored 5 

times in one game! True team player...

Name: Olli ”Bland” Kemppi
Number: 4
PUS-name: Suci
PUS-years: 1
Height: 182 cm
Weight: 83 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Defender
Favorite shooting style: Wrist shotBest moment in PUS-hockey: -

R O O K I E

R O O K I E

R O O K I E
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NSC 2012 @ Trondheim
Monday - 19.3.2012 “My boss told me nothing.”
We left Otaniemi with our hockey gear at 15:22, as scheduled weeks earlier. We also had 
an extra set of player gear with us. Our bus driver wasn’t aware what he had gotten into. 
Everything went along as expected as we arrived to the harbor and got into the boat to 
Sweden. Good so far.
On the boat nothing special happened. We just relaxed in the tub and went through our 
tournament strategy on Butte’s brand new iPad. Unfortunately, Pyyhe wasn’t able to join 
us. He was way too deep in the magical world of absinth. 
“I’m too good for this team.”

Tuesday - 20.3.2012  “Tuesday starts with BK.”
Stockholm. On Tuesday we started following our tournament diet. We were told to have at 
least one BK meal a day in order to get all vital nutrients. It was also important to drink a 
few sports drinks called Heinä (better known as Heineken) to keep our athletic bodies from 
dehydrating. 
All in all, our main goal on Tuesday was to travel and get ready for whatever we were go-
ing to face during this week. The final statement in the bus before everyone went to sleep: 
“It’s ****ing embarrassing to forget your condom on when you take a leak.”

Wednesday - 21.3.2012 “Norway is shit.”
Wednesday morning started badly. Our bus broke to pieces only three hours before the 
first game. Fortunately, it broke down just at the same moment we arrived to the arena.  
No fuss, we carried our gear to the locker room and started warming up by drinking Heinä.
Soonish, the locals came to our locker room to say hello. They also left us a present: some-
one threw up into Hendry’s gear bag. We appreciated this gentle gesture and escorted him 
back to his own room. After that we had our final tactics palaver and beat Chalmers 6-3. 
Nice start.
After the game we went looking for something to eat, but found nothing for a reasonable 
price. “Norway is shit.” Luckily, we found a cheap pizza buffet. The situation with unlimited 
pizza escalated quickly to an eating contest which Taco won.
The rest of the evening was spent in a cottage with a nice view over the city of Trondheim. 
After that the bravest of us visited a local nightclub called Gossip, which was going to be 
our party place next evening also. Cheap beer and big cans. Nice. 
“Patrick, what the f*ck are you doing there?” “Accually is Stefan.”

Thursday - 22.3.2012 “I start my day by watching a movie of two guys.”  
Thursday started with two games and as a result we were going to fight over the bronze 
medal on Friday. Pretty nice considering that the opponent(s) were too sober. Bad, unfair 
sportsmanship.
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Our evening started with some fine dining in a fancy venue. We went through past tour-
naments and had a good time. Butte put some extra cheese of his own in Stoja’s ham-
burger as a friendly gesture. Stoja ate the whole thing happily with a big wide smile on 
his face. A Norwegian goalie decided to wet some pants under the table, but not his own. 
Apparently, the show was so good he didn’t want to miss a bit by going to the bathroom.
Rest of Thursday night = Gossip. We found a secret upper level this time. There was some 
sort of a fashion show with a catwalk and all, very fancy. Surprisingly, Raikka and Kak-
konen got frustrated or something and decided to wreck the whole thing by dancing and 
jumping on top of the catwalk.
“I like the taste of Vergi in my mouth when I’m going to bed.”

Friday - 23.3.2012 “Ass to PUSsy is the best.”
We said goodbyes to our beloved Trondheim Vandrarhjem and went to the Hockey Arena 
for the last time. Most of us had only one game that day as we beat the home team and 
took bronze. Some of us got to show their skills one last time in the tournament All-Star 
team vs. Trondheim Old-Stars team. After the games we prepared ourselves for the event 
we all were waiting for, the tournament Banquet. 
After a warm-up in some kind of a student place and some “which of these two would 
you rather do?” –questions we headed towards the city hall of Trondheim where all the 
magic was going to happen. In the cloakroom one of our heroes decided to show his 
bunghole to a fine lady. This hero got laid afterwards. 
Surprisingly none of us has any clue what happened during the Banquet so let’s leave it 
to that. Either nothing really happened there or no one wants to tell. Later that night we 
found ourselves again in BK where we summed up the tournament. 
“Where’s my voice?” “In that lady’s PUSsy!” 

Saturday - 24.3.2012
“Markku drove a “Trondheim-Stockholm Le Manche” with just one fart-long break.”
Traveling with a hangover.
“In Vietnam, Butte ate huge cock-head shaped pube hair tentacle cunt fruits.” 
Sunday - 25.3.2012
“…”
Home at last.
“…”

- Taco
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This spring we received an invitation into an event, which would be one of the career 
highlights for most of our players. Our university was invited to play friendly match 
against Tomas Bata University in Czech, in front of 2500 spectators and tv-cameras!

Day 1
Our 4-day journey started early on Sunday morning, when we flew to Prague from whe-
re we were supposed to continue towards Zlin. Some of the players weren’t too happy 
when they found out that instead of the private bus we were blessed with combined 
transportation which included lots of walking, a crappy public bus, a train and a crow-
ded commuter train. We had most fun when we rushed to the public bus with 20 guys 
carrying their hockey gear and personal shit.

However this way we got a chance to use our experience from travelling to NSC tourna-
ments, so as a first thing in Prague we bought some Czech beer to stabilize our mood. 
After that the trip started to feel a lot better! During train trip we had a few girls in our 
compartment but none of us got lucky at this point. Also, we drank all the beer from 
the train and had to change to crappy red wine to keep our mood up. In the evening we 
reached our destination and celebrated it with burgers and a beer – or two.

Day 2
Next day we had meetings with some local university authorities and the governor. 
Meeting with the governor was quite typical. There were us, governor, many assistants 
of the governor and a tv-camera. The governor only spoke in Czech so we didn’t under-
stand much, but smiled nicely for the cameras. We also got to taste great local snack like 
sausage and donut. 

Pus in Czech 

Kakkonen and Micha
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After the meetings we visited local distillery. They showed us some whisky barrels and 
how to make booze. We were in heaven, especially when the tour ended with tasting 
of the local spirits. Everyone was entering THE ZLIN MODE after seven shots of these 
lovely local products (7 liters of booze for 18 guys…. Sounds good, doesn’t it?). And 
so began our long night of preparing to the game of next day, we sure drank enough 
liquids!

Game day
The morning training was a huge success! We found that most of our players don’t 
know how to pass the puck and skate fast at the same time (basic PUS skill level in 
NSC). We had two options: not to pass or slow down. Our coach chose the latter opti-
on. After that movement on the ice was close to zero. With this tactic, we were certain 
that the evening’s game will be a piece of cake.

Then it came, the GAME NIGHT! When we entered the ice we really were surprised 
that there was more than 10 people watching our game. We got scared. Actually 
pretty fucking scared. This was by far the largest crowd we had ever played for. It was 
fun to play and we even had some fans cheering for us! The match was quite even 
until the 3rd period, but in the end our opponent was just too good. We did not have 
a chance. Luckily the video streaming of the match was dysfunctional, so not all of our 
friends saw the game.

On the Ice @ Czech

PUS-hockey with Zlin UTB
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Off the Ice @ Czech
The game was followed by a sponsor dinner, however the sponsors were missing. We 
had pizza and started drinking ourselves ready for the highlight of the trip: After Hokej 
Party feat. Finland!! The night club was packed and our GM Kago was so excited that 
he lost a tooth smiling so hard. We were surprised that people recognized us and even 
more surprising was that we got positive feedback. Maybe they were just happy that we 
let them win and the girls got some gentleman company from us. Some of our players’ 
impressive moves both on and off the ice even lead to some physical action with oppo-
site sex, which of course made our whole team very happy. After all PUS has been all 
about Top Scoring on and off the ice since 1970. 

After the party we made our traditional move: straight from the club to bus and back to 
home. The bus drive back to Prague was horrible due to the high amount of hangover 
present. Somehow we still managed to survive and found our way all the way back to 
Finland. All in all a very giving journey and thanks a lot for Kago for the arrangements!

Abebe,
Peto & Stoja

Hockey smile at the airport

Recovery drinks Zlin-style
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Rookie’s Corner
Hi! 

I am Joni Salmela and this is my first year in PUS-hockey. I play defence and 
yes, I’m a rookie. I have played ice hockey since I was seven years old. My uncle 
took me and my cousin to Helsinki Jokerit skating school, and that was when it 
all started. I played in Jokerit for many years. In C-juniors we played in Finnish 
juniors’ championship league, and managed to be third overall, after winning 
Tampere Ilves in bronze medal game.

Then it was my time to seek ice time in Kiekko-Vantaa B-juniors’ ice hockey 
team. We played in I-division. After that season I went back to Jokerit B-juniors 
for my second B-junior season. We managed to go all the way to the bronze 
medal game, but we lost with pretty nasty numbers, 10 – 1, to Oulu Kärpät ice 
hockey team. We had against us these guys some of you may also know: Mikael 
Granlund, Joonas Donskoi and Julius Junttila.

 After that loss my motivation towards ice hockey was pretty low. I decided to 
go back to I-division Kiekko-Vantaa A-juniors. There I played for three years; 
last year in A-juniors Finnish champion’s league because of second year we 
managed to win our relegation round to A-juniors highest level. That year I was 
Kiekko-Vantaa’s captain and the season went pretty well. We were capable of 
challenging top teams such as HIFK and Jokerit on regular season (tie and last 
minute loss). But the best thing in that season was that our team was very close 
and we all had so much fun!

This year I thought it was my time to take a breathe for a while and do some-
thing else. Fortunately I decided to go to PUS-hockey’s try-outs, and I was 
selected as one of the rookies. Our season went pretty well, despite that we 
couldn’t manage to playoffs this year. But we came close and I have had a great 
time! And that is the most important thing! I’m so looking forward the NSC-
tournament this year in Linköping!

- Kömu
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PUS-History
So Long, Laaksolahti Arena

Laaksolahti Arena was built in late 1970’s to fulfill the needs of hockey players and 
fans in the growing city of Espoo. My family moved to Laaksolahti in 1979 when I 
was 7 years old. After a suburb of Helsinki, Laaksolahti looked like countryside and 
seemed to offer little to do for a young boy. Luckily I soon found out that there 
was a nice sports center nearby with a recently built hockey arena. Jäähonka, the 
number one hockey team of Espoo at that time, played Division I games there. At 
game evenings, I and my friends in the neighborhood tried to get in without paying 
and often with good success. I also started playing hockey myself in the local junior 
team JU-58.

For several years I played in junior leagues and later in men’s Division III, with Laak-
solahti Arena always my home arena. After a couple of seasons in men’s team I felt 
like needing a break from hockey and stopped playing. But only after a couple years 
break I met Musi at the university campus and got the idea to start playing again, 
this time for PUS-Hockey. That was the beginning of a completely new hockey 
career for me. During the years in PUS I have met tens of hilarious hockey players. 
I have participated summer camps, NSC tournaments, and had the honor to coach 
the team for two years. I have played with Finnish hockey legend Raimo Kilpiö in 
PUS jersey. During the years in PUS, I have seen surprising incidents, but one thing 
has always remained the same: when it’s Friday evening, PUS plays in Laaksolahti 
Arena.

We had heard of the structural problems in the roof of Arena and it had been fixed 
a couple of times. It had been temporarily out of use already in 2009. Still, the news 
in the beginning of this season came as a shock: Arena will be permanently closed. 
PUS-Hockey got the honor to play the last game ever in Arena. It was played on 
Friday, November 30, 2012, beginning at 8:30 p.m.

The farewell game was well organized. It was my first game with a dedicated 
Facebook event and national anthem performed before the game. Refreshments 
were served in the penalty box, and this motivated rough playing. I had to take my 
2 minutes, and so did many others. Captain Yves took 2 minutes in the first period 
but wanted more and got a match penalty in the second period. I hope he got lots 
of refreshments in the team dressing room! Among penalties, we also scored. After 
all, we wanted to win this exceptional game and show that PUS is the second-best 
hockey team in Espoo. The end result of the game reads: PUS-SEURA 5-4. Many 
thanks for everyone involved in organizing this memorable event!
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At the age of 41, I sometimes feel my best-before date has passed just like happened to 
the good old Arena. But then I see Musi’s sturdy figure, older than me but still showing 
up to play for PUS like he has done for 20 years or so. It’s time to forget ageing and look 
forward to next game in our new home arena, Espoonlahti Forum.

- Loka

PUS-Hockey lined up for the national anthem, ”Maamme”.

Game is over and Arena closed – this time for ever.
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Editor's apologies

Designer’s peptalk from the previous year : 
Ice... what? (Chadetz)
- Ploppi & Parru 
 
Our bar for this years release was set high by the previous collegues. We, this 
seasons editors, didn’t have any previous experience from editoring. How-
ever, we took this task as a new, exciting adventure and we fearless set our 
sails towards an inevitable shipwreck.

Our story began in a cosy computer class at our University on a sunny 
winter weekend. There were only us two, the computers and the building 
guard. It was a long weekend but after all we left the computer class as win-
ners. Looking back now I can admit that our adventure was very eventful 
and we had some ups and downs. I’m sure we reached our destination we 
set and we can be happy with our result.

If we did this project again, there is one thing we would change and that is 
also our advice for the next year’s editors:

“The mind of a Finnish man works the best when his stomach is full and he 
has a drink in his hand.”

- Patå & Kömu 

Sora- ja maa-aines kuljetukset
M&M Könönen Oy
Matti Könönen
0400-377488
 
M&M Könönen Oy
Saahkarlahdentie 57
78200 Varkaus
 
matti.kononen@pp.inet.fi

Fastems Oy Ab

Tuotekatu 4
33840 Tampere
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